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kC*l:ft#T5a»Pa (k) £Pa (n, k) ©ttfcO Kffl^TfeJ:^.

Pw=P a (n. k) - p b (k)
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(^1) KI&t/iT. Pa (n, k) te. n X^<D^.m<D z> % k X^^—SfLfe

*»£P a (8, 7) =0. 9 £fcZ>„

5 3s fc, Pb (k) kX^T^T^^tDX^-e^SISsis^^-r.

©«i:Tntf«fcli. I32 6^e», Pb (7) =0. 9 8 X 0. 9 7 X 0. 9 9x
0. 9 8 X 0. 9 9 X 0. 9 7 X 0. 9 6 = 0. 8 5 £&-5o

=fcoT. CM^Fift <^*^) (DlEmVk&m-tmte. Pw=Pa (8,

10 7) xPb (7) =0. 9 X 0. 8 5 = 0. 7 6 5 t^. PwCDMte, ^Sbfe

15 fIM^»T75;V^^ % »!:^iltffl^/:D, m^KTOSr^&TP b

(k) ©ffcbDfcLTfeitri.

20 ^^iClTfcJ;^ (7X^iE^<ht-^ch, Pw=Pa (8, 7) XPb (7)

= 0. 9 0 X (0. 9 8 X 0. 9 7 X 0. 9 9X 0. 9 8 X0. 9 9 X 0. 9 7

X 0. 3 0) =0. 2 3 9^ 8ttm<Diffi&<£s!)fc\,*-?6 3C^IEmi:'r2>

iPw=Pa (8, 6) XPb (6) =0. 8 5 X (0. 9 8 X 0. 9 7 X 0.

9 9 X 0. 9 8 X 0. 9 9 X 0. 9 7) =0. 7 5 2^^/:^ tt^Pwt
25 LTSffitS) „
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<*n<h. -Sl^Sk^TPa (n. k) ^UfcffifilfOiE^ttS:

i^tV^WJBfe, SWR©;*:*©^* h^-^-xa>&iS2

(^jfio^ag i 3

)

zm<DMmi 3-rii mmvmmi 2T'mm^mm^-^)uzm^x, mm

U^;UX»S^Sg2SI'rs^<i:twJ:o Testis r- • • ^y^^^^-H^:
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m&mm mmm^) (DjE^vkzm-tPwte, (it 2) CcfcoTS^n-s.

5

Pw=P a (n, k) • • •

zz\x\ mmp a (n, k) m2 7 iz^k-zn&mmr—zfMzjmTfem

10 ^^m^-CD^W^-^UTc^^^l, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8^§W6 5C^

3X^m\zmisTte^mmr$T-7jv&^mTz>z\ziiz ti:r)> ssm

r^j (^^) £*o. 3>o-ea5-5) 0 iot. Pw=p a (8,

7) =0. 9^5. dd"^ ?-a65£a£>£>n£:[«8M£:0. 8 0£-T£>£. PwCD

20 5§^lCD«2pfl (S2pg§g|) &j£®z>) ££^£0. i£fl&<Z)&2(Mjg (S^PSi

igi&jg o ^ttj-r3 c i pjm \zfrz> 0

25 lt^u fcm<D&mm. mm^M) ^ />^r^n^^m.[zmm^.-r^z\
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15 3 0 0 1) „ d^«2pm^«, ^IM(3^^tl-5^ri:CIg^L

femm\zm%TzmmmM^m<DWffimmm-znz> ur>^s 3 o o 3) e

»ttT «1) *«fctf (5*2) l:SSn5Pw6fi|t5:i#
20 T'f5.

Ufiy^S 3 0 0 4) 0

^r-^S 3 0 0 4i:mflm# rY esj o«^ctt, HiliRlft

Ufy/S 3 0 0 6) .
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5 Xfy^S 3 0 0 4 fC43it5^J5&jgj^ TNoj (D^-^tZfi, Mtfit £F7f;£<7)

K{fi2 <£j&*Jt*fc$n<5 Uf7 7'S 3 0 0 8) .

s¥fl5«^0f^<7>PBBffi2 cfcO^:€riri«'&Ctt, STORSj&^SgHSn Ufy^S
3 0 0 9) » ggf&^^ch—&Lt£fr^fz&i3%m<DX^\Z-Z)^-C. ISC^W-WKD^.

Dffi^ns (^f77"S 3 0 0 2) . Xry^S 3 0 0 9 {C43V^T> S

15 A^ttfussns Uf-^ssoio) „

75:43. X-r-y^S 3 0 0 9A^Xr77°S 3 0 0 2l:@it-5[sl|[0±pgf n

ItUg^C:—at5ST, Z-ry-fS 3 0 0 9»3^lf5TS2pKfillco^H^fTt)nT

20 Xf7 7*S 3 0 0 2 (C[HJ!f§UTL£-57c#>, S2p2ggg&^< e>18^>UTt>^3gR
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It*.

0 0 lOffilt, Xr^7'S 3 0 0 8<Dm7£18m& rye sj <D«£-©flig&|$

X^^S 3 0 0 8O4ym«t rye sj S83t*M£*> &ttftffi£4|ft£jH

<^K5©JgS8i 4)

mm<DMmi 4 it. &m<ommi 2, 1 3Trt5£BjL7t^^o^T^-s.

#*nx^s. mm<Dmmi2. i3Lmm\z. &m&fro mizm2 7 c^^n
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i*y9 7,7*— <tt^ 1 0X^<O*|gH*0iX 1 . 2, 4. 5, 6,

7, 8. 1 OX^SOSX^a*—SfcTS. MPa (10, 8) tt^fiftc

Fi&mmiz^/ox&g, mmmizte. -t-n-enox^js rx^>j + r^-->

fg^cjsexwaster£ ^ i i3i o , m&t&Rizfocxn^ njag&ig om-szwi
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20 CBB»Oftm>^fe.
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5
.
mum i (Dx^wm hffimm 2 ox^jntorfltid:, g&asig 1 v^mm

9. Mtmrnumt,

mm^(D^mm\zmm^n^mm(D^^mtmw:(D^mmi3^ 1 -3©
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5

15

ME* 1 ©:*»*aitt, ^<^"bl^OJBl©»S*fc^, MEK2

20 mm&mjjmz,

mzm 2(D^mmmz^n^mmm 2 ©*«*©»£, mmm 2 ©**
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i3. m&m2<v^mmtmmttfoT&miQ>$:^mM£<Dmiz\z. mm$g2
ox^&mtm&ttj&Tzm 1 nttwmtvmi&mizmm-rzmm&Tiib&fe

1 5. mm^m^m\t,

mzn 2 <n$:^mmpiz:mfk<D%zft\zftm-tz>XTy y
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t 09/868554
Ki'd PCT7PT0 1 5 JUN 2001

AMENDMENTS

(Amendment under Seation 11 of the Japanese Law Concerning

International Applications, Etc. Pursuant to the Patent

Cooperation Treaty)

To the Commissioner of the Japanese Patent Office

1, Identification of the International Application

PCT/JP99/07050

2. Applicant
Name MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD,

Address 1006, oaza Kadoma,

Kadoma-shl, Osaka 571-8501 Japan

Country of nationality Japan

Country of residenoeJapan

3 • Agent

Name (7828) Shusaku YAMAMOTO

Address Fifteenth Floor, Crystal Tower, 2-27,

Shiromi 1-chome, Chuo-ku.

Osaka-shi, Osaka S40-6015 Japan

4. Item to be Amended

Claims

5. Content of Amendments

As described in the annexed document,

(1) "a plurality of character elements* is amended to

"character elements at a plurality of locations", and "the

plurality of character elements" is amended to *the

character elements at a plurality of locations* (lines 5 and

7 in claim 8) [corresponding to lines 8 and 14 in claim 8 of

the English version].

1
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(2) "a plurality of aharaoter elements" is amended to

"character elements at a plurality of locations' , and "the

plurality of character elements * is amended to "the

aharaoter elements at a plurality of locations " (lines 5 and

7 in claim 17) [corresponding to lines 8 and 14 In claim 17

of the English version]

,

(3) "a plurality of character elements" is amended to

"character elements at a plurality of locations", and "the

plurality of character elements" is amended to "the

character elements at a plurality of locations" (lines 6 and

8 in claim 20) [corresponding to lines 9 and 15 in claim 20

of the English version],

6. List of Attached Documents

New sheets for "CLAIMS" on pages 51, 54, 55, and 56

[corresponding to pages 78, 79, 82, 83, 84, and 85 of the

English language specification]
one copy of each

2
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- 78 - P21873

changing the first predetermined reference

distance to a second reference distance;

comparing the distance with the second reference

distance) and

5 determining whether the second character element

matches the first character element based on a result of

the comparison of the distance with the second reference

distance*

10 5. A retrieval method according to claim 1, wherein a

plurality of distances relevant to the similarity between

the first character element and the second character element

are predetermined between the first character element and

the second character element, and

15 one distance selected from the plurality of

distances is used as the distance,

6. A retrieval method according to claim 5, wherein the one

of the plurality of distances is determined based on user

20 input.

7, A retrieval method according to claim 1, wherein the

distance has a probabilistic distribution.

*

25 8. A retrieval method for searching ». first character

element string obtained by subjecting a character string

to character recognition for a second character element

string,

wherein the first character element string includes

30 a plurality o£ character elements,

for a specific character element of the plurality

of character elements, a plurality of character elements

having the possibility of being concatenated with the
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specific character element are predetermined,

the retrieval method comprising the steps of:

determining whether a character element string

obtained by concatenating the specific character element

5 of the plurality of character elements with one character

element of the plurality of character elements, the one

character element being different from the specific

character element, matches at least a part of the second

character element string*

10

9. A retrieval method according to claim 8, comprising the

steps of

s

selecting one character element from the plurality

of character elements having the possibility of being

15 concatenated with the specific character element; and

determining whether a character element string

obtained by concatenating the specific character element

with the selected character element matches at least a part

of the second character element string.

20

10* A retrieval method according to claim 8, wherein the

specific character element is located at an end of a row

or column, the plurality of character elements having the

possibility of being concatenated with the specific

25 character element are each located at a head of a row or

column

.

11. A retrieval method according to claim 8, wherein the

specific character element and one of the plurality of

30 character elements having the possibility of being

concatenated with the specific character element are

located at the same row or column, and

the specific character element and another one of
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the retrieval device comprising:

means for comparing the distance with a

predetermined reference distance; and

means for determining whether the seoond character

element matches the first character element based on a result

of the comparison of the distance with the predetermined

reference distance.

17. A retrieval device for searching a first character

element string obtained by subjecting a character string

to character recognition for a second character element

string,

wherein the first character element string includes

a plurality of character elements, and

for a specific character element of the plurality

of character elements, a plurality of character elements

having th« possibility of being concatenated with the

specific character element are predetermined,

the retrieval device comprising

i

means for determining whether a character element

string obtained by concatenating the specific character

element of the plurality of character elements with one

character element of the plurality of character elements ,

the one character element being different from the specific

character element, matches at least a part of the second

character element string.

IB- A retrieval device for searching a first character

element string obtained by subjecting a character string

to character recognition for a second character element

string,

wherein the first character element string includes

at least one first character element and the second character
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element string Includes at least one second character

element

,

the retrieval device comprising

:

means for obtaining a probability that a search

result matches the second character element string , based

on the number of the second character elements included in

the second oharacter element string, and a number of the

second character elements matching the corresponding first

character elements out of the second character elements

included in the second character element string; and

means for determining the correctness of the search

result based on the probability.

19 - A computer readable recording medium in which a program

for causing a computer to execute a retrieval process for

searching a first character element string obtained by

subjecting a character string to character recognition for

a second character element string is recorded, and

wherein the first character element string includes

a first oharacter element and the second character element

string includes a second oharacter element,

a distance relevant to a similarity between the

first oharacter element and the second oharacter element

is predetermined between the first character element and

the second character element,

the retrieval process comprising the steps oft

comparing the distance with a predetermined

reference distance j and

determining whether the second character element

matches the first character element based on a result of

the comparison of the distance with the predetermined

reference distance*



i-
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20 . A computer readable recording medium in which a program

for causing a computer to execute a retrieval process for

searching a first character element string obtained by

subjecting a character string to character recognition for

a second character element string is recorded,

wherein the first character element string Includes

a plurality of character elements, and

for a specific character element of the plurality

of character elements, a plurality of oharaoter elements

having the possibility of being concatenated with the

specific character element are predetermined,

the retrieval process comprising the steps of

s

determining whether a character element string

obtained by concatenating the specific character element

of the plurality of character elements with one character

element of the plurality of character elements, the one

character element being different from the specific

character element, matches at least a part of the second

character element string.

21. A computer readable recording medium In which a program

for causing a computer to execute a retrieval process for

searching a first oharaoter element string obtained by

subjecting a character string to character recognition for

a second character element string is recorded,

wherein the first character element string Includes

at least one first character element and the second character

element string includes at least one second character

element

,

the retrieval process comprising the steps of:

obtaining a probability that a search result matches

the second character element string, based on the number

of the second character elements Included in the second
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character element string, and a number of the second

character elements matching the corresponding first

character elements out of the second character -elements

included in the second character element stringy and

determining the correctness of the search result

based on the probability.
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REPLY TO WRITTEN OPINION

To Examiner of the Japanese Patent Office

1 . Identification of the International Application

PCT/JP99/07050

2, Applicant

Name MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

Address 1006, . Oaza Kadoma,

Kadoma-shi, Osaka 571-8501 Japan

Country of nationality Japan

Country of residence Japan

(7828) Shusaku YAMAMOTO

Fifteenth Floor, Crystal Tower, 2-27,

Shiromi 1-ohome, Chuo-ku,

Osaka-ehi, Osaka 540-6015 Japan

4* Mailing Date January 8, 2000

5. Content of Arguments

CD Regarding "claims 1, 16, and 19 lack novelty in

view of References 1 and 2"

In References 1 and 2, a probability that a specific

character is recognised as the same character or other

characters is held in a table (see Reference 1, Figure 1,

page 627, and Reference 2, Figure 2 # page 65), a score is

calculated with reference to the probability in the table,

and the score is compared with a threshold (see Reference 1,

page 626, left paragraph, line 28).

In the present invention, the distance defined

between character elements is obtained based on the shapes

of character elements. Therefore, the distance is different

from a probability (the present specification, page 13,

1

3, Agent

Name
Address
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line 4) [corresponding to page 20, line 17 of the English

version]

.

It is difficult to obtain the probability of an event

which will unlikely occur based on the probability

distributions in References 1 and 2. Moreover , the value of

such a probability varies to a large extent depending on

documents used for statistical samples* The distance

between character elements of the present invention is easy

to calculate by comparison of the shapes of the character

elements (e.g., an input -output relationship of a character

recognition system or a positional relationship in a feature

quantity space (the present specification, page 13, line 4))

[corresponding to page 20 , line 17 in the English version].

Therefore, a large number of statistical samples are not

required, and a relationship between character elements can

be obtained independent of such statistical samples.

There is no description regarding a distance between

character elements in References 1 and 2» Therefore, the

Applicant argues that the present Invention has novelty and

Inventive step,

(2) Regarding "claim 2 lacks novelty in view of

References 1 and 2"

In References 1 and 2, a probability that a specific

character is recognized as the same character or other

characters is held in a table (see Reference 1, Figure 1,

page 627, and Reference 2, Figure 2, page 65) , and a

plurality of candidates having a high probability are

produced with reference to a posterior probability that a

character as a result of a recognition result is the same

character or other characters from the table (Reference 1,

page 626, left paragraph, line 2B). As a result, the same

set of candidates are produced for the same recognition

result

.
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In the present invention, apart from the distance

between oharaater elements defined in advance, a reliability

of a recognition result of each character element, is

provided. A reference distance is determined using the

reliability. If the same recognition result has a different

reliability, the tolerable level to recognition error is

changed. As a result, a desirable search can be performed

for an incorrect recognition result, and detection of extra

character element string& can be suppres sed ( the presen

t

specification, page 16, line 26 to page 17, line 11)

[corresponding to page 26, line 27 to page 27, line 4 of the

English version].

In References 1 and 2, there is no description of the

reliability given to a recognition result of an individual

character element. Therefore, the present invention has

novelty and inventive step.

(3) Regarding claims 3 through 7

Claims 3 through 7 are dependent from claim 1 and

therefore have novelty and inventive step.

(4) Regarding *claims 8, 17, and 20 lack novelty in

view of Reference 4"

Claims 8, 17, and 20 are amended in the Amendments

submitted on the same date as this Reply.

In the Amendments, the phrase "a plurality of

character elements having the possibility of being

concatenated with a specific character element" is amended

to the phrase "character elements at a plurality of

locations having the possibility of being concatenated with

a specific character element" in order to emphasize what was

originally intended by the inventors.
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Such an amendment clarifies that oharaoter elements

existing at a plurality of (different) candidate locations

(not fixed) which follow a specific character element

(location)* In conventional methods, as indicated in

Reference 4, "a plurality of candidate characters for a

recognition result of a character following a specific

character element" are used.

There is no description regarding a retrieval method

using * character elements at a plurality of locations having

the possibility of being concatenated with a specific

character element" in Reference 4. Therefore, the present

invention has novelty and inventive step.

The retrieval method using "oharaoter elements at a

plurality of locations having the possibility of being

concatenated with a specific character element" is described

in the specification of the present application, e^g., at

page 30, lines 2-8 [corresponding to page 47 , lines 5-18 of

the English version] (an ending character element and

leading character elements of a plurality of other

paragraphs), at page 34, lines 8-15 [corresponding to

page 53, line 24 to page 54, line 6 of the English version]

(Figure 20: a recognition result is produced using character

elements at a plurality of concatenating^ locations ) , and at

page 35, lines 13-18 [corresponding to page 55, line 29 to

page 56, line 8 of the English version] (Figure 22A and 22By

a recognition result is produced under an assumption of

vertical and horizontal concatenation). As described above,

a search is performed using character elements at a

plurality of locations having the possibility of being

concatenated with a specifla character element. Therefore,

even when concatenation is incorrectly determined in

character recognition, a desirable result can be obtained in

a character element string search.
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(5) Regarding claim 9

Claim 9 is dependent from claim 8, and therefore has

novelty

•

(6) Regarding claims 10 and 11

Claims 10 and 11 are dependent from claim 8, and

therefore have inventive step.

search error la often caused by recognition error in

character recognition. Therefore, it is a conventional

objective to realize desirable search using a recognition

result

.

In general , a concatenation relationship between

character elements is determined using a recognition result,

independent of character recognition.

The present invention is significantly different from

a conventional method for obtaining accurate character

concatenation. The inventors focused their attention to a

novel challenge to achieve a desired search, and made an

attempt to improve search precision by a new approach in

which candidates for a concatenation relationship, which

have not been utilized prior to the present invention, are

used after character recognition.

References 5 and 6 focus attention on that a correct

character is selected from a plurality of candidates to be

concatenated as accurately as possible. In this case, after

the selection, information about the candidates cannot be

utilized. In the present invention, such information about

candidates which is not used after character recognition is

newly utilized, thereby obtaining a desirable result in

searching even if error occurs in concatenation.
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(7) Regarding "claims 12, 13, 18 , and 21 lack novelty

in view of Reference 1"

In Reference 1, "a probability that a character

string obtained by searching a text as a result of

recognition is correct" is defined as

(a) a product of probabilities that each character in

a character string is correct, or if matches do not occur in

all characters,

(b) a partial certainty obtained by comparing between

the certainty of each character element in a character

string and multiplying the character elements except for a

character element having the smallest certainty.

The method (b) in Reference 1 can be used only when a

character is a wildcard, and the certainties of character

elements except for a character element having the smallest

certainty are only multiplied irrespective of the number of

character elements in a character string to be matched.

Ideally, the certainty of a character string as a whole

should be higher when matches occur in nine out of ten

characters in a character string (one character wildcard)

than when a match occurs in one out of two characters in a

character string (one character wildcard). This point is

ignored in Reference 1. The product o£ certainties of

characters excluding a character having the smallest

certainty is only obtained in Reference 1.

In the inventions of claims 12, 13, 18, and 21, a

novel probability is introduced based on the number of

characters (character elements) in a search character string

and the number of matched characters (character elements).

Specifically, when a match occurs in one of the two

characters in a character string, a probability that a

character string as a result of recognition is a search

character string is low, while when matches occur in nine

6
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out of the ten characters In a character string, a

probability that a character string as a result of

recognition is a search character string is high. This fact

is utilized in the present invention. Moreover, the number

of characters used as wildcards is not limited to one.

Therefore, the Applicant argues that claims 12, 13,

18, and 21 have novelty over Reference 1.

(8) Regarding "claim 14 laaks inventive step in view

of References 1 and 7"

In Reference 7, when a search result is not obtained,

a condition is relaxed in such a manner that the number of

characters used as wildcards is increased. However, if the

number of characters used as wildcards is increased, a

number of other word having only several different

characters are detected as search results. That is, a

number of other words are likely to be incorrectly retrieved.

in the invention of claim 14, a reference distance in

a character element distance table Is set to a large value.

This means that the number of characters to be subjected to

comparison is increased by narrowing a search target to

similar characters which tend to be mlsrecognized.

Therefore, it is less possible that extra words are

incorrectly retrieved as compared to Reference 7.

Therefore, claim 14 has inventive step over

References 1 and 7.

(9) Regarding * claim 15 lacks inventive step over

References 1 and 8*

In Reference 8, a search-requested character string

Is subjected to morphogioal analysis to be divided into

words. A search is performed for the divided words.
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Therefore, it is possible to search character strings having

the same meaning but different expression.

The invention of claim 15 is the same as the subject

matter of Reference 8 in the point that a search-requested

character string is subjected to morphoglcal analysis to be

divided into words. However, in the invention of alaim 15,

when a search is performed using a probability based on the

number of characters (character elements) in a search

character string and the number of matched characters

(character elements), it is possible to prevent detection of

words which are not a search target due to compound words or

the like (see Example 14)*

Therefore, alalm 15 has inventive step over

References 1 and 8.
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